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According to Dr. Beverly Daniels Tatum, “the work is not about intenPons; it’s about impact.” One of the ways
that we address the quesPon of whether or not we are valuing impact over intenPons is through restoraPve
pracPces. RestoraPve PracPces are a range of approaches—aﬀecPve statements, aﬀecPve quesPons, impromptu
conferences, Tier 1 Circles, Tier 2 RestoraPve Circles, and Tier 3 RestoraPve Conferences—that aim to develop
community and to manage conﬂict and tensions by repairing harm and restoring relaPonships. Since its
incepPon, our oﬃce referrals have been reduced by half and suspensions have been cut by two-thirds. It is
important to note that restoraPve pracPces work in concert with a range of strategies that we have incorporated
into our pracPce, including: staﬃng, cultural proﬁciency professional learning, student engagement, relaPonship
building, and objecPve-driven instrucPon.

Learner Visibility

PAUS Staﬀ & Faculty

Drawing on Dr. Sarah Lawrence-Lighaoot’s work on voice, value,
and visibility, we ask the quesPon, “Can all students see
themselves reﬂected in our work?” We have been commiied to
acPvely recruiPng faculty and staﬀ who represent and reﬂect
the diversity of our students; and, for the last 3 years we have
had a faculty and staﬀ which is more than 50% people of color.
Learner visibility has also been the frame for us to consider how
we are including windows and mirrors in our curriculum as well
as on the walls of our classrooms and the hallways of our
building.

Authen-c Relevance
AuthenPc relevance, derived from Dr. Christopher Emdin’s Reality Pedagogy,
asks us to consider: Is the work authenPcally relevant and how do we know?
This requires that we must know and work in conjuncPon with both our
students and their families. Two ways we do this are through our schoolwide advisory system (which includes: a core-value focused poraolio, an
organizaPon system, independent reading goals, and Story of Self) and family
engagement strategies (which include: rolling conferences, Community
ConversaPons on IdenPty & Diversity, Annual Back to School Night &
Community Cookout, and InternaPonal Potluck & Report Card Pick Up).
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At Putnam Ave. faculty and staﬀ parPcipate in layers
of professional learning opportuniPes:
• Staﬀ MeePngs (which have focused on
foundaPonal texts such as Glenn Singleton’s
Courageous Conversa-ons about Race and
Zareia Hammond’s Culturally Responsive
Teaching and the Brain)
• Staﬀ Intensives (choice oﬀerings including: DESE’s
Inclusive PracPce Academy; Design Thinking;
Race, Gender, & IntersecPonality; RestoraPve
PracPces through CogeneraPve Groups;
Neurodiversity & Cool Teaching Stuﬀ)
• Common Planning Times three Pmes a week
• InstrucPon & Learning (examining student
work, instrucPon, and data)
• Student Support (strengths-based, inquiry
approach to supporPng all students;
grounded in restoraPve pracPce)
• Team Time & LogisPcs (Pme to plan and
build the team)
• School-level department Pme focused on
ambiPous instrucPonal strategies and making
thinking visible
This work is reinforced through walkthroughs,
modeling, informal observaPons, and coaching.
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